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From Jon:

From the age of 10 I have been in and around the care 
industry. My mother and father bought their first care 
home in 1988 and I played a supportive role from very 
early on, and between 2008 to 2017, I purchased my 
own care home and dementia unit.

Working in care and owning my own care home gave 
me valuable insight into the everyday challenges 
experienced in this industry, and the considerable 
pressure that homes are under. COVID-19 has 
created yet another challenge to be faced, and 
whilst cleanliness has always been at the forefront 
of management within care homes, it is now more 
important than ever.

A colleague introduced me to the Avatar Unit, and 
I very quickly realised that I couldn’t pass up the 
opportunity to share this new technology with the 
industry. I am passionate about making things easier 
for owners and managers within care, and this 
technology will most certainly be revolutionary to 
the way we look after the safety of residents in the 
future.  
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Presenting the AVATAR
for eco3-friendly sterilization
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The AVATAR is a revolutionary and scientifically 

proven device, which converts regular water into 

ozonated water - a natural disinfectant which 

kills up to 99.9% of viruses and bacteria including 

Coronavirus, Ebola, and SARS, and sanitises 3,200 

times faster than chlorine.

• Portable or fixed
• Easy to install and use
• Maintenance free
• Long life expectancy (10+ years)
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Save money
• No more chemical cleaning products to buy
• Stand-by mode ensures optimal energy use

Eco-friendly
• Chemical-free
• Reduces use of plastic bottles/packaging
• No pollution of waterways with chemical 

cleaners residue

Effective
• Ozone is the best disinfectant known to man
• Ozone water can be used in a mop bucket, 

spray bottle, power washer, nebulizer, etc.
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The many uses o3f the AVATAR
in a Care Home setting

From cleaning and disinfecting surfaces, equipment, dishes and laundry the 

uses of ozone water generated by the AVATAR system are almost unlimited.
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• Surfaces, linens, towels, furniture, high-
touch areas

• Fruits and vegetables
• Laundry and dishwasher (wash and 

sterilize without chemicals)

Accommodations

• Seating and dining areas
• Cafeterias and eateries (tables, chairs, 

kitchen, doors, windows, cutlery, etc.)
• Function rooms (furniture, equipment, 

etc.)
• Game and activity rooms
• Libraries and seating areas

Common Areas

• Fitness equipment
• Treating rooms
• Reception and seating areas
• Swimming pool areas
• Changing rooms and toilets

Spa and gym areas

• Treatment rooms
• Physiotherapy and other equipment
• Nurses stations and staff areas

Medical areas


